
Lotto Black Book Causes Stir In the Lottery Community  
 
Lotto Black Book: is there an equation that can help someone win the lottery? 
One math professor says there is.  
 
Lotto Black Book review is publishing the latest information on a book written by 
an Oklahoma math professor who says he can improve someone's chance of 
winning the lottery.  
 
Larry Blair, a math wizard and self-proclaimed three-time lotto winner who says 
he became a repeat winner after formulating a specific technique and formula, 
wrote the popular book.  
 
While there is surely no shortage of products out there offering lottery-beating 
formulas and equations, Larry Blair offers one of the most comprehensive and 
detailed systems out there. Luckily, he makes it easy to understand, breaking 
down the system into multiple steps.  
 
While there's no guarantee that any of the methods in his book will help someone 
win the lottery, the intention is to improve players' chances and if the testimonials 
on Larry's website are any indication, it's been working for plenty of people.  
 
Another aspect that sets Lotto Black Book apart is the fact that it was written by 
an actual lottery winner who broke down the system into a mathematical formula, 
enabling him to create charts and guides and choose numbers that have a higher 
probability of being picked.  
 
This who take part in his system don't need to be math experts or professors. 
Larry Blair broke down his system so anyone can understand the methods he 
used to win the lottery three times.  
 
People who play the lottery frequently would enjoy the sport of implementing new 
techniques and perhaps even increasing their chance of winning by a large 
margin. Blair says there are recurring "hot" numbers that appear more often than 
others in lottery drawings. In his book, Blair reveals those numbers as well as 
other tricks to make playing the lotto a little more fun.  
 
Anyone interested in bringing their lottery-playing to the ext level, or just 
implementing some new, potentially winning, strategies can log onto...	  


